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How to make a cauldron in minecraft

When exploring minecraft's vast open world (or one of them), you may be looking for a village, which is meant by a tight group of small house-like buildings. Or maybe you ran into each other without knowing their purpose. Minecraft is full of interesting places to discover, and in this guide we explain which
village is, how to find them and what you can expect when you arrive. Recommended reading: What is a village? The village is a small cluster of buildings that includes residents such as traders, as well as animals such as sheep and cats. You can think of them like small neighborhoods, communities or
cities that contain useful items that you can find. Villages are born randomly, just like the rest of the game, so finding one isn't as simple as heading to a predetermined place. Exploring can sometimes be lonely, making villages feel new when you come across one. On top of that, they usually contain prey
and other upsides worth using, so it's good to visit for one visit, whether you're in a survival or creative state. The hardest part is finding them. How to find a village Villages spawn randomly around the world and as far as we know, at least one spawns always in every world. It's possible that more than one
village could spawn. Although there is no exact, absolutely certain method for finding a village (other than using console commands that we will get to soon), you can do things that make it easier to track them down. First of all, these are biomes that typically contain villages: Dessert Plains Sunflower
plains (Bedrock Edition only) Savanna Taiga Taiga hills (Bedrock Edition only) Snowy taiga (Bedrock Edition only) Snowy taiga hills (Bedrock Edition only) Snowy tundra We also noticed that villages tend to spawn near water, so be looking for bays and beaches. It is advisable not to explore mountain
peaks, jungles and areas with thick, heavy forests. The villages are small, but they still need space to spawn, which is why it is best to avoid looking for them in tight areas. In survival mode, the best way to find a village is to visit a high point and look far away. In Creative mode, the same concept applies,
but you can fly into the clouds to get a better look. Having said that, a good rule of thumb is to jump into the settings, then go to the video and move down to the rendering distance. Here, you should raise it to its maximum, which improves the game's haul, making it easier to see areas from afar. Your
experience with this feature varies depending on which machine you are using. High-end PCs can do much more at any time than the Nintendo Switch or mobile device. Another way to find a village easily is to write the following console command: /locate This allows you to see the coordinates of the
nearest village on a screen that you can follow to its exact location. This is different in every world, too. If you have trouble finding a village no matter what state you are in, you can create a new world or write the seed you want to create a certain world that you enjoy. What you get from finding a village
When you finally get to the village, remember that they look different depending on the area they are in. For example, the village of Taiga biom has buildings with spruce log roofs, while one in dessert appears to be completely sand. There are a lot of goodies in the villages that have been randomized
again. This means that you may end up with any of the rare ordinary items, but you always get something. There are merchants living in the villages, who I'm sure you'll want to visit and complete their request. In the village we found, we ran into a brewery and a mantle. Just make sure you visit every
house to see what you can find. There are plenty of coffins in the villages, as well as beds that allow you to set a spawning point. Any catch found in villages includes beef, wheat, emerald, coal, paper, maps and many other items. You can also influence popularity in the village depending on your actions.
Killing villagers, for example, lowers your popularity, while trading with a villager raises your rating. Below is a special popularity table from the Minecraft wiki: Change in popularity of the operation Village hero +10 Updating a villager to expert /master +4 Upgrading a villager to Journeyman +3 Updating a
villager to an apprentice +2 Trading with a villager for the last time on their offer slot list +1 Village Attacking a resident -1 Villager murder -2 Attacking a villager child -3 Killing a village child -5 Killing the village's iron golem -10 Villages have a small chance of spawning as zombie villages, where you will
find zombies instead of an ordinary resident. Zombie Villages has no doors or lights, and the overall vibe is daunting. Java Edition has a 2% chance of spawning these, but in Bedrock Edition it's about 30%, according to Minecraft Wiki. Events can also take place in the village, such as raids or zombie
sieges. The raid occurs when you kill the Raid captain, triggering bad omen mode. When we arrive in a village with this station, the raid will begin. Zombie sieges have a 10 percent chance of occurring after midnight or during thunderstorms, as long as the village has 20 beds. The zombie siege, as the
name suggests, involves zombies invading the village, in which case you must defend it and protect the villagers. As you can see, the village is much more than just a cluster of houses. Depending on your happiness, their size may vary and may have an incredibly rare prey for you Take advantage of it.
Editors' recommendations When you first enter the new Minecraft world, always get wood. Take as much as you can, as fast as you can. Be sure to stay outside for a long time, or it'll turn into a night. When you think night is approaching, don't try to make a huge house on your first day. Start small. Make
a craft table, create tools, and then dig in a small hiding place on the mountain side or just a few blocks below the ground. Make sure you make a door or blocked the entrance in any way. If you couldn't make a bed, I suggest you wait outside tonight. Don't try to ambush the crowds, you'll probably end up
dying unless you're that good. While waiting, make sure you have the necessary tools, such as logging, shovel, sword and axe. If I took my advice from a temporary base, you should have got a rock out of the terrain to make better weapons. If you were lucky, you would have been born near sheep or a
village. This may seem harsh, but kill sheep for wool to make a bed. If there's any way you can create saxes with iron, go on! Then you can for fore the wool from the sheep. If you are weaving next to the village, you can take shelter there. The village also has wool blocks on top of columns made of
wooden fences. Don't mind taking the wool, but be sure to change the flares. Then create a bed and sleep. It shortens night time a lot. One of the best ways to collect supplies is to kill and gather crowds. the first crowd you want to look for is a couple of sheep that you use as a bedmaking. When you get
wood, you need to create a sword to destroy zombies, skeletons, skinny and one of minecraft's most destructive crowds, creeper. In order to take the creeper off, you need to run towards him and hit him with your sword, this will hit him back and sometimes cause more damage than usual. this can be
repeated to destroy the creeper or just give you time to escape. with skeletons, you want to do the opposite. hold close to the skeleton so that you can attack faster without it has time to charge and shoot. This is a simple and easy Minecraft house.1. Count 5 half-slaques sequentially.2. Put seven planks
behind the tiles, one of which was pushed on each side3. Put door seven among the planks.4. Start building a wall, but leave room for windows5. The house should be seven at 7:00. Since the house will be raised, fill the line with planners.7. Start building walls. (They should be four high) 8. Fill in the
windows.9. Put fences on the planners that stick out at the beginning.10. Start behind the house and add the stairs.11. Do the same on the other side.12. Fill the hole with a half-plate.13. Get behind the house and fill the hole with planners and tiles.14. do the same for the front.15. Optional: You can add
Optional: Fill the upper layer to make it grumpy. More than a decade after its release, Minecraft remains one of the most popular games on computers, consoles and mobile devices. While there is no legal way to play the full version of the game without buying it, you have a few options to get Minecraft for
free. The information in this article applies to Minecraft on all platforms, including PC, mobile devices, and game consoles. Minecraft can be played for free in a few ways: Download the free trial version. Play Minecraft in browser mode. Use an unauthorized hacking tool. If you own an older version of the
game, you may be able to upgrade to the latest version for free. You must have the latest version of Java installed on your computer to run Minecraft. Most platforms offer a free Minecraft trial, but there are limitations. You can play the demo for five in-game days, each lasting 20 minutes, so you have 100
minutes to play. After that, you will have to pay for the full version of the game. You can download the free Minecraft demo from the official website. Minecraft free demos can also be found on ps4 and Xbox One online stores. Unfortunately, there is no demo version for Android or iOS. When you first start
the game, you need to create an account, but you don't need to enter payment information. You won't be charged unless you decide to upgrade, so you don't have to worry about canceling your free trial. Another free option is to play Minecraft Classic in the browser. Go to minecraft classic in any browser
to play the original version of Minecraft in creative mode. The site automatically creates a random world and provides you with a link that you can share to play with friends. Since this is the original Java version of the game, released in 2009, you don't have access to the latest features. You can only play
with your invitations and don't have access to Minecraft modes. Nevertheless, there is no need to limit the playing time. There is an unofficial program called TLauncher that allows you to create a Minecraft account for free. Download your operating system program from the TLauncher website. TLauncher
has additional features, such as the ability to create your own custom skins. Keep in mind that TLauncher is not supported by the company that is playing Minecraft, so you may experience bugs and crashes while playing. Minecraft's latest release is called Bedrock Edition. If you purchased minecraft for
Windows for Java before October 19, 2018, you can upgrade to Bedrock Edition for free. All you have to do is open your browser and sign in to your Mojang account. Bedrock Edition has multidisciplinic gaming, which means you can interact with other platforms (PC, PS4, etc.). If you have an older
version For PS4, it automatically updates to Bedrock Edition when you start the game. Unfortunately, the free update is no longer available for Xbox One. One.
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